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1 
Let f(z) = CF= ,, a,& be an analytic function with radius of convergence 
R (O(R<co). For O<r<R, we set M(r)=max,,,,,lf(z)], p(r)= 
max,>,{]a,( &) and v(r) = max,{l, ],u(r) = (a,( tin}. The order p of f(z) is 
defined as 
lim sup 
log+ log+ M(r) 
1-R logx =& (1-l) 
where x = Rr/(R - r). When p < 03, then M(r) can be replaced by ,u(r) in 
(1.1) (see 2, Theorem 2.1; 3, Lemma 2). Further, for 0 < p < co, we define 
the type T, lower type t and the growth numbers y and 6 by 
lirn sup log Ar) T = 
r+~ inf Xp I ’ 
lim suP r(r) Y 
r..+~ inf xp+‘=ij* 
To compare the relative growth of p(r) and u(r), we also define 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Bajpai and Tanne [ 1, Theorem 1 ] proved the following inequalities 
6R<pt<pT<yR<pT (1 +$)“+’ (1 +$)-O-l. (1.5) 
The inequalities in (1.5) do not give much information about the 
asymptotic growth of p(r) and v(r). In the present paper, we obtain an exact 
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asymptotic relation between p(r) and v(r), which not only sharpens 
inequalities (1 S) considerably, but also yields the interesting result that y = S 
if and only if T = I, a fact not given by (1.5). The techniques used in this 
paper are also different. 
We shall assume that f(z) is an analytic function in (z/ < R (0 < R < co) 
with order p (0 < p < co). 
2 
First we prove the following 
THEOREM 1. We have, for T dej?ned by (1.2) 
PT P 
( 1 
P+l v(r) 
[ 
1 +If_ logi4r) 1 p+l -= - R P+l lim sup xp+’ r+R I VW ’ (2-l) 
where x = Rr/(R - r). 
ProoJ Since, for t > 0, 
pt< J-- ( 1 
P+l 
P+l 
(1 + t)P+l, 
we have 
lois i49 
xp 9; (-&)“‘-$ [ 1++ lo;;;)]“‘, (2.2) 
or 
!I& P 
( 1 
P+l v(r) 
[ 
1 +x lw4r) 1 ‘+l P+l lim sup XP+I I-R r VW ’ (2.3) 
To prove the reverse inequality, we use the relation [4] 
log p(r) = log ,u(rO) + ,f’ y dt, R>r>r,>O. 
kl 
Hence, for 0 < r, s < R, we have 
log d-1 > log i4s) + v(s) lo&/s) 
[Rr/(R - r)]” ’ [Rr/(R - r)]’ ’ 
We consider the values of r = rs given by 
r+pRlogr= R [v(s) - P log cl(s) + PV(S) 1% 81 
v(s) 
(2.5) 
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Now, 
lim R -’ 
r-a R log(R/r) = ” 
Hence R - r z R log(R/r) as r + R. Thus, (2.5) gives 
log r ~ v(s)(*og R + P log s) - P log P(S) 
@+l)v(s) * 
Further, 
log p(s) + v(s) log(r/s) E log ids) + v(s) *og(W) 
@+ 1) 
and R - r z R log(R/r) = @/@ + I)) R [log(R/s) + (log p(s))/(v(s))]. Hence, 
we have for the values of r = rS, 
’ WWRl4 + (log i4WW’+ ’ log P(S) 
b+*)R l/b+ Ip/b+ 1) v(s) 
WPWVs)lp+l loI3 cc(s) Ptl 
R l/b+ l)sP/(P t 1) * + v(s) log(R/s) 1 
Ptl 
4s) l/(P t 1) 
[Rs/(R - s)lp+ l
x 1 + R *ogcl(s) ‘+’ 
[ R - s v(s) I ’ 
It is easy to see that r = rS + R as s -+ R. Hence, taking limits as s + R, we 
get 
!x> P 
( ) 
ot1 
P+l 
(2.6) 
where x = Rs/(R - s). Combining (2.3) and (2.6), we get (2.1). This proves 
Theorem 1. 
Next we have 
THEOREM 2. For the constants us deflned by (1.3) and (1.4), we have 
(2.7) 
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ProoJ: From (1.3), we have for R > r > TO(e), 
(d-&)x’+’ < v(r) < (y + E) xp + I, 
where x = Rr/(R - r). As in case of Theorem 1, we have x E R/log(R/r) as 
r --) R. Hence, we have 
@-eE)Rp+I < v(r)[log(R/r)]p+l < (y + &)Rptl. (2.8) 
Now, from (2.4) we have 
log&9 < O(1) + (Y+ El (:. so~;;;t;p+ 1 
=O(l)+‘(Y+E)R Iog&, ) Y . 
P [ 1 r 
Hence 
X 
log P(r) 
“(r) < 41) + 
(y + E)R xp+’ 
P v(r)* 
Taking limits as r--t R, we get C < yR/pS. Similarly, we can prove that 
D >, GR/py. This proves (2.7). 
In the next theorem, we obtain some inequalities which sharpen 
inequalities (2.1) of [ I]. 
THEOREM 3. For the constants as defined by (1.2) to (1.4), we have the 
folio wing 
(i) 6R <pt<pPC,<p6R [(kg ($g)“fp+‘)- I] ,<PT, 
(ii) 6R < pt < pyD < pyR [ (~)(fJ”“‘“- 11 GpT, 
(iii) pT< yR < yR (;;;;;;)‘p+l) 
Q yR r$y;;)“+” 
<pT (I +$)‘“” (1 +;)-‘-‘. 
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Proof From (2.1), we have 
$A5 (--&)“’ [ 1+;]“+‘, (2.9) 
and 
Further, we have 
(2.10) 
1% Cl(r) 
XP 
=x log&) VW 
v(r) 
p+” 
Hence, t < 6C and t < yD. From (2.9) and (2.10), we thus have 
pt<pSC<pSR [ (!$)(Lc)“‘“‘“- 11, 
pt<pyD<pyR [ (+)($)“‘“;“- I]. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
It is easily seen that 
Now combining the inequality 6R < pt of (1.5) with (2.11) and (2.12), we 
get (i) and (ii) above. 
Again, we have by (ii) 
R@ + 1) pT ~(~+l) 
P c-1 YR ' 
Now (iii) follows on combining pT < yR of (1.5) with the above inequalities. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Remark. We note that the 
&“(I + l/p)@+’ (1 + &~y)-~-’ of (1.5) 
inequalities pt Q pT and yR < 
are sharpened by inequalities (i)-(iii) 
of Theorem 3. 
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We now have 
3 
THEOREM 4. (i) If 0 < t < T < 00, then 0 < 6 < y < co, and conversely. 
(ii) Let 0 < T < 00. Then v(r) z @T/R) A?‘+’ as r -+ R implies that 
log p(r) s Txp, and conversely. 
Proox (i) Let a > 1 be any constant. We consider 
log p(r) = 0( 1) + IRcrin” y dt + f 
r0 RWRP 
F dt. 
From (2.8), we thus have 
logp(r) ( O(1) +/R’VR” (Y+E)RPt’ dt 
f.0 
t[log(R/t)]‘+’ 
+ v(r)(a - 1) log(R/r) 
= O(l) + (’ + E)R 
pap 
’ + v(r)(a - 1) log(R/r). 
Dividing by xp, and taking limits as r -+ R, we obtain 
Proceeding on the same lines and using the left-hand inequality of (2.8), we 
obtain (see [ 1, p. 2871) 
(3.3) 
ta$+ 
R(a - 1)s 
aP+l * (3.4) 
Now suppose that 0 < t ( T < co. From (3.3), we get y < co. Further, 
6 > 0. For, if 6 = 0, then from (3.2), we have t < yR/pap, which implies that 
t = 0 since a is arbitrary. Similarly, when 0 < 6 < y < co, then from (3.1) 
and (3.4), we have T < co and t > 0. This proves (i). 
(ii) Let v(r) - @T/R) xp+ ’ as r--f R. Then y = 6 = pT/R. Now putting 
a = 1 in (3.1) and (3.4), we immediately get t = T, that is, log p(r) - Txp. 
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Conversely, let log p(r) - 7’xP, that is T = t. From (2.1) and (2.2), we have 
P+l ( 1 p+lpT=lim w 1 + x log/w 13+' P R r4 x0+ l -7 u(r) -[ 1 ’ 
The above relation leads to 
or 
P (F)""=$ (I +&)"+'=qI +f)"'. (3.5) 
Since the function 
p(u) = (1 + v+’ 
\ I u 
has an absolute minimum only at u = l/p, the minimum value being 
Fh-- lYp) 
Pt ‘, we infer from (3.5), that T/dR = T/yR = l/p, that is y = 6 = 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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